The theory of term rewriting systems has important applications in abstract data type specifications and functional programming languages. We begin here a study of properties of systems that are not necessarily terminating, but allow for infinite derivations that have a limit. In particular, we give conditions for the existence of a limit and for its uniqueness.
Introduction
Term rewriting systems are directed equations used to compute by repeatedly replacing equal terms in a given formula, as long as possible. As a programming language, tern1 rewriting systems have the full power of Turing machines. For one approach to their use in computing, see and [O'DonnelMS] . The theory of rewriting is an outgrowth of the study of the lambda calculus and combinatory logic. For surveys of the theory of rewriting, see ; our notations are consistent with the latter.
A key property a term rewriting system can posses is "canonicity", i.e. that every term rewrites to a unique (irreducible) normal form. Canonicity is usually decomposed into two components: "termination", which ensures that at least one normal form always exists; and "confluence", which ensures that there can be at most one normal form.
In this paper, we begin an investigation into systems which may have infinite terms as normal forms. Such systems are not terminating in the classical sense; instead we develop a notion of "o-termination", i.e. that any (infinite) derivation has a limit. We then consider "w-confluence", a property that ensures uniqueness of limits. Together, these two properties imply the existence of a (potentially infinite) unique normal form for any input term. Our results have implications for stream-based programming languages.
The next section gives some basic properties of infinite normal forms and derivations leading to them. Section 3 presents methods for establishing a-termination and Section 4, for w-confluence. With these operational notions in place, the last section gives "algebraic" semantics to infinite rewriting.
Infinite Normal Forms
Let 3 denote any binary relation; we use t to indicate its inverse; by 2 we mean the reflexive-transitive closure of 3. A relation -+ over a set S is said to be ('nitely) terminating if there exist no infinite chains sg+st3 *** +s,-+ =.* 0felementssiinS; it is (finitely) confluent if for any s, t, and u in S such that u 4 s and u -Y? t, it is the case that s 2 v and t 4 v for some v in S. Confluence may be expressed as the set-theoretic inclusion *to< c Go*+, where 0 denotes composition of relations. A relation is canonical if it is at the same time finitely terminating and confluent. Definition 1. Given a binary relation + over a topological space S, the relation +" over S is defined by s +=U t, for s and t in S, iff there exists a chain s = so+sl -+J *a* +s,+ **a such that the limit lim s, = t exists. n-w We are particularly interested in relations over terms. Let T denote a set of jkzite (first-order) terms containing function symbols and constants from some finite vocabulary (signature) I: and variables from some denumerable set X. Let TW denote the set of finite and infinite terms over the same vocabulary and variable set. A term rewriting system R is a finite family of pairs of terms of T, each pair of terms (I,r) written in the form l+r. For c E T", we say that t rewrites via R to t', and write t +R t', iff there exists a rule f--W in R, a position (occurrence) p in t and a substitution o:X+T" such that t/p = la (the subterm of t at p is an instance of the left-hand side I) and t' = t [roJP (t' is the result of replacing the subterm at p with the corresponding instance r-0 of the righthand side).
A distance d is defined on T" as follows: d&t') = 2-"('q'), where v (t,i) denotes the smallest depth of a position at which t and t' differ (with the convention that v (t,t') = +oo if t = t'>. The measure d is actually an ultra-distance, and T" is complete for it We say that a term rewriting system R is finitely terminating if +R is, and that it is finitely confluent if +R is. A term rewriting system R is said to be left-linear if the left-hand side 1 of each rule l+r in R has at most one occurrence of any variable; it is right-linear if the right-hand sides have at most one occurrence of each variable. Left-linearity turns out to be crucial for our results on infinite norma fom2s. A term t is said to uverZap a term t' if t unifies with a non-variable subterm of t'; a system is non-overlapping if no lefthand side overlaps another. A system that is both left-linear and non-overlapping is said to be regular; regular systems are always confluent [Huet- 771, but since they need not be terminating, there may be terms having no normal form.
Definition 2. An o-normal form for a term rewriting system R is a term t that is minimal for +R, i.e. if t+R t', then t' = t.. An o-normal form of a term s in T" is a term t in T", such that s-+% t and t is an o-normal form for R.
For example, if R = (a--+s(a)], then a has a normal form s(s(s( . -. ))), the infinite term composed just of the unary symbol s, which we denote SO. Note that, unlike for the standard terminating case, this definition does not imply that the normal form is irreducible. Theorem 1. Let R be a left-linear term rewriting system. Then
This is not the case for non-left-linear systems, such as the following:
We need the following: Lemma 1. If 1 and I are not unifiable, there exists a positive real constant at,, such that for any term t, position p, and substitution CF, it is the case that d(t [folP, t [ro&,) 2 2-'J" . Bl,r, where Ip I is the depth of position p in t.
Proof of Theorem I. We will suppose that for no rule I-++ of R are 2 and r unifiable. The general case follows directly.
(a) Let to +R * . * +R tn +R . * * , and suppose that lim tn = t,, but t+Rt' at position p via rule rl*-I-+-with substitution 6. There exists an index N such that d(t,,t) I 2-('P'+'R') for all nW, where 2-lR' is the minimum of 6~~ for any rule Z-+r of R. Thus, all the reWIitingS in tN+RtN+l+R a * a amally occur below the position of the variables of 1 in t. On account of left-linearity, each tn (&IV) is rewritable to a term t', = t [r o, JPn by Z+r and for some position pn in t such that above lemma, for any d(t,,t',) 2 24'P'+'R'). Then:
Ip,l 2 Ipl. Bythe such rewriting, Clearly, lim t', = t', which proves that to-+$t'. It-+-
We may write t'+Rt"+R . . . +Rt@)+R ' ' . , with limt@) = t,.
n-B-= Moreover, each N, may be chosen so that d(&+'), tCn+l)) I 2-n. Thus, we have exhibited a chain of rewritings converging to t,. Since it starts at to, the result follows.
(c) Suppose that to-+% t 1 +(j$t, +R * . * , with limf, = t,. The same construction as above may be applied to construct a rewritings that converges to
Infinite normal forms diagonal sequence of t 00. Et can be considered the "value" of a term, when they are unique and lend themselves to approximation. We have the following:
Theorem 2. If R is left-linear, COterminating, and a-con@ent, then each term has a unique o-normal form.
The notions of o-termination and w-confluence will be made precise in the following sections. Without left-linearity, we have the following counterexample:
A fair computation is a derivation for which no redex (position at which a rewrite is applicable) persists forever. More precisely, if to +R . * + +R tn -8 * * * is a fair derivation, and tnlp (for some position p) is an instance of a lefthand side of a particular rule 1 -+r in R for all )z past some N, then (at least) one of the rule applications tk +R tk+l (k2N) must be at or above p (i.e. is at a superterm of t/p).
Fair derivations compute w-normal forms at the limit: Theorem 3. Let R be a teft-linear term rewriting system. (a) If t admits an o-normal form t,, then there exists a fair derivation t = to +R "* -+'R tn+'R '*', with knt,, n--P= = 03. t (6) For any fair derivation t = to +R * * * +R t,, *R ' * * , such that there exists a limit too = lim tn, t, is an n-m o-normal form oft.
The same example as above highlights the necessity for left-linearity: the limit of a fair derivation from h (a,b) is h(sW,sW), which is not an o-normal form.
Proof. (a) We actually prove that if to +R * * * +R tn +R . * * defines an o-normal form t,, then it is a fair derivation. Otherwise, for some natural number I, a rewrite ruIe l-r must be continuously applicable at some occurrence p in the (fi)ia, via substitutions oi. For some I', d(ti,t,) I 2-"'+'R' whenever i 2Z' (with the above notations). This shows that l+r actually rewrites t, into a term t' at position p. Now, t,stt', since otherwise I and r would be unifiable. Thus t, is not a normal form, a contradiction.
(b) Suppose that t, is not a normal form, i.e. that t, -+ t' via some rule I-+ at some positionp. For some N, d(t,,t,) I 2-('p'+'R') for all nZh? But, then, I+r may be applied at position p of each tn (n>Z?, contradicting the fairness of the derivation0
o-Termination
If a system R is finitely terminating, then any finite term t has at least one finite normal form. For a survey of methods for establishing finite termination of tern1 rewriting systems, see In this section, we weaken the termination requirement, to guarantee that every derivation leads to an a-.normal form, if not to a finite one. The following two theorems provide incremental methods of establishing o-termination: Theorem 4. Let > be a well-founded (partial) ordering on the set T of jirlite terms, and let 2 be a quasi-ordering such that > commutes over 2. Let R and S be two term rewriting system such that +R E >I -+s c 2, and S is o-terminating. Then RvS is w-terminating.
By "commutes", we mean here that 20> c ~2.
As an example, for R = {h(s(x),cCy))+h (x,y>) and S = {a--u (a)), we can compare finite terms by con~paring the total number of occurrences of the symbol c in them. Applying finitely terminating K reduces this number; applying o-terminating S effects no change. This is an adaptation of the termination method of [Manna-Ness-701. More sophisticated methods of proving (finite) termination, e.g. those in [IDershowitz-791, can also be used to help establish m-termination of non-finitely-terminating systems.
In some cases, one can use +& for > and +> for 2:
Corollary. Let R and S be two term rewriting systems. If R is left-linear and finitely terminating, S is right-linear and o-terminating, and the right-hand sides of S and left-hand sides of R do not overlap, then R US is co-terminating.
Under the stated circumstances, +R'zs; this commutation property [Raoult-Vuillemin-801.
-)S"+R 6 follows from
This corollary does not, for example, apply to our earlier example, since s(a) unifies with the subterm s (x) of the left-hand side of R.
o-Confluence
Confluence is decidable for finitely terminating systems , but not for non-finitely-terminating ones. For oterminating systems, we use the following variations on this notion: Definition 4. We say that a relation + is semi-o-conj?uent if So-G c 2~%; it is O-confiuent if "te3 C 4owt, A straightforward induction shows that, for leftlinear systems, semi-o-confluence is equivalent to the more "local" condition: @co+ c +"o"'+-.
-
The notions of confluence and semi-oconfluence are independent: the (non-regular) system {a+s(a),a+c,s(~)+~j is confluent, but not semi-w-confluent; the system {a--bb,a+c,bjs (b),c--+s (c)) is semi-oconfluent, but not confluent.
Obviously:
The converse is not true in general; witness the non-o-terminating, non-c+confluent, but semi-oconfluent, system: (ajs(a),bjs(b),a~s(b),hjs(a)).
However:
Theorem 5. If R is left-linear und COterminating, then it is semi-CO-conjluent iflit is WconJEuent.
Proof.
Suppose that *t 0 4" c_ %-0 -+"'. Let to, U, and v be such that u O+-to 9' v. Let u, and v, stand for o-normal forms of s and t, respectively. Thus, u, ,  where tl is such that d(B,u,) < l/2 for any 6 in the w-chain between tl and u,. By hypothesis, we have t1 *a v,.
BY the same token, UC-3 ?-tl 2 t2 jU v,, where t2 is such that d&v,) < l/4 for 0 between t2 and v,, and t2 +" u,, Also, u, '% tg *c t2 jW v,, for some t3, such that d@,u,) < l/8 for 6 between t3 and u 00, and so 011.
Consider the chain to +fR Cl 4R t2 -t*R * * * . Since R is wterminating, the chain admits a limit t,. It is clear, then, that d(u,, tw) = d(voo,too) = 0, and thus u, = v,.
Theorem 6. If R is regular, then it is ocon&en t.
We firstly establish the lemma:
Lemma 3. Suppose R is regular, t1 4.R" t2 --+R" * * * --+R" t* * ---$$ t,, and tl +R" t'l . Then, there exist terms t'i such that, for all i,
Moreover, there exists t', = limt'i, and
The symbol +R" denotes one parallel rewrite step at distinct occurrences.
Proof The existence of the t'i (for regular R) is well-known (cf. . Denote by Pi the positions in ti at which the rewrites fi -+R" t'i apply. We define the set I' of persistent positions by: P = Ui>onj>iPis By the nature of parallel rewriting, positions in P are independent (i.e. none of them is above another). We let t', be t, where each position in P is replaced by the corresponding IV.
For any natural number N, there exists an index I such that for any i' I> I, d (ti,t,) I 2-N. Also, there exists an I' such that for any p E P such that lpI,<N, if i >1', then /7 E Pi+ Let 14 E Pi, with i 2 IJ', be such that 111 I IN. Then we claim that u E P. Otherwise, the position IZ must be superceded by some p above U, for some Pf with i'2i. Then Ip I SN, and thus p E Pi. Since the positions p and u of Pi must be disjoint, this shows that u=p.
Finally, for i 2 ],I', we have d (t'i,t',) 5 2-ND
Since 3~ = (-+R" )* , the lemma shows that any regular system is semi-a-confluent. In order to show that it is actually u-confluent, we apply the same method as in the proof of Theorem 5.
Proof of theorem 6.
Suppose that u, R"t tQ 4$ v,. We may suppose that u, and V: are o-normal forms, There exists a tl such that to ---CR t1 -& u, and d (O,u,) I l/2 for any 0 in the w-chain between t 1 and u,. Then, using semiw-confluence, tl +$$ v,. By the same token, there exists a t2 such that tl -?R t2 2~ v, and d&v,) I1 /4 for any 9 in the o-chain between t2 and v,.
Then, using Semi-O-confluence, t2 +$ u,, and so on. Now, the (t&e form a Cauchy sequence, since d(t,,t,+l) 5 l/2'. Let t, stand for its limit. Then:
a'(uc.o,t,) = lim d(u,,tz,,+l) = 0, and, similarly, n-Md (v,,t,) = 0. Thus, u, T= v,. III
Algebraic Semantics
In this section, we consider algebraic aspects of infinitary theories-i.e. their models-and their connection to operational aspects (viz, orewriting) . Since we work with infinite computations, it is natural to work with continuous models (we refer to [Scott-76,Stoy-771 for general references on the topic), and by completion. Different notions of completion, in the algebraic framework, have been studied and compared in e.g. [AD&773, . The different notions lead to different initial models, with their own abstract properties. In this paper, we use the additive information that the systems under consideration may be seen as o-terminating systems, in order to define our class of models. That class will then admit an initial model, representing precisely the chains of w-rewriting. Our approach therefore extends in a natural fashion the classical, finite approach, using intuition about rewriting. This is in contrast for instance with , where the models and completion process are unintuitive.
Definition 5. Given an o-terminating term-rewriting system R on TX, an Rmodel consists of:
(1) a partially ordered carrier set (M,2) such that each increasing sequence has a lub in M (2) for any fEC, an interpretation f" :M arity(f)+M that is continuous such that:
(3) for any substitution cs: X+Tx, for any rule I++ in R, (!~)~<(ra)~ (4) if (u,)-$ U and (u',)+sU, then lub(uJM = lub(u'J".
Notes: -The existence of the least upper bounds (lub) in (4) comes from the fact that the two sequences (u,) and (u',) are increasing, due to (2) and (3); -A model need not satisfy the equulity of the lefthand side and of the right-hand side, as in the usual case, but an inequality between them; -The class Mod#' of the R-models, with continuous C-morphisms, is a non-empty category.
Suppose that R is o-terminating. We consider the model ?+R defined as follows: its carrier consists of the finite terms and of the o-normal forms of the finite terms (the latter being possibly infinite terms), and it is ordered by I'--+? I'. Theorem 7. If R is o-terminating, then ?R is initial in Mod?.
Proof. l It is clear that ?R l= (l)(2)(3)(4) l Let MEMD~~; we wish to define a morphism @ ?R+M. For t finite, we must take Q(t) = t". For t being an infinite o-nomlal form, we have: (tn)+Ut, for finite terms (t,). We must then have: q(t) = lub$(t,) = lub(t,)". This shows that, if such a @ is suitable, it is unique.
Thus, $ is a X-morphism. This result may be seen as extending Birkhoff's theorem to the validity of inequations in the algebra of the continuous models.
Definition 6. The class Eq$ is the subclass of Mod; that satisfy:
(3') for any substitution cs: X-+Tc, for any rule 1-r in R, UNM = (ro)".
We now suppose that R is o-terminating and oconfluent. Let NFt be the model whose carrier set consists of the o-normal forms of the finite terms, and ordered in a discrete fashion (i.e. $F; is "=").
Theorem 8. If R is o-terminating and o-confluent, then iVF$' is initial in Eqz.
Proof. l Let ME Eqf. We wish to define a morphism w: NF$'-+M. Denote by @,IF and 9~ the A above morphisms Tn-+NF$' and ?R+M, respectively. We must have: $NFOW = @M. Thus, $ must be defined as follows: for any o-normal form t, for any sequence of finite terms w--+% W(t) =dej lub(tnY'-One checks that such a w is well-defined.
l It is clear that A@'? l= (1)(2)(3')(4). Moreover, as previously, w is a morphism and is continuous. Cl Corollary. Let R be o-terminating and o-confluent. Let t,t'E TX. EqFktttt'At'It i$ t+$O&t'
we have TRktlt', i.e, exactly td"t'. Conversely, Proof. As previously.
cl References
As above, the last result may be seen as e.xtending Birkhoff's theorem to the validity of equations in the algebra of the continuous models.
Note: The three classes IWO@, Eqz and the class of the finite, usual models Aigl;,, ordered by inclusion, are complete lattices. Their relationship, for o-convergent systems, m;:ly be illustrated as follows:
The continuous, inequational models Mod;
The continuous, he classical, finite, equational models Example: Let the signature C consist of two constants a and b, and of a unary operator s. Let R = {a+s (a) , b+s (b)]. The: model ?R has as carrier set (a, s (a), ---, s'")(a), . . . , b, s (b), . . . , s@)(b), . . . , m, and is ordered by: a Is(a) I '. * <s@)(a) 2 . + . <s(@, b Is(b) I * * * <s@)(h) 5 * * * 5 .s("). The carrier set of IV@' is reduced to {s(") ). Notice finally that Modj$ does not satisfy cr 5 h or h 5 u, that Algk does not satisfy a=& whereas EC&' validates all these results.
